INTRODUCING HARD CORE PT

INNOVATIVE FEATURES

- Top loading exterior accessible front and rear rifle plate pockets
- Reinforced drag strap
- ID placard attachment points
- Advanced shoulder pads
- Ambidextrous utility pockets
- Upper admin pocket
- Mic attachment points
- Dynamic Cummerbund System with soft armor pockets

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

- Cummerbund soft armor inserts
- Peraflex System Pouches for cummerbund
- Zipper admin pouch accessory
- COBRA®, Alpha and Tubes® Dynamic Cummerbund upgrades
- NextGen Ballistic Yoke/Collar assembly
- NextGen Ballistic Throat
- NextGen Ballistic Groin Protector
- Ballistic structured deltoid protectors

HARD CORE PT

The Hard Core PT offers many of the key features of our H3 on a less elaborate platform. The PT is adjustable in both the shoulders and waist. The carrier features our Dynamic Cummerbund System, allowing the user to breathe and move much more efficiently. The shoulder strap geometry offers enhanced ergonomics and communication channeling. Designed to fit your BRAVO armor panels.
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